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1) This is my #Qanon thread for July 3, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub
qanon.news/Q
Android apps:
qalerts.app/app/

QMAP: Mobile Apps
RSS feeds that you can use with your favorite RSS reader
https://qmap.pub/info/mobile

My Theme: It's Going To Be a Hot Summer

2) In February, Q brought up the meeting on the Phoenix tarmac between Bill Clinton

and former Attorney General Loretta Lynch, and said: "It's going to be a very hot
spring/summer."

3) When Q says it's going to be a "hot summer," he isn't referring to the weather.
A "hot summer" is a euphemism suggesting certain people's crimes will be exposed.

4) After the arrest of Ghislaine Maxwell yesterday, Q began dropping images of
people connected to the crimes of Jeffrey Epstein, including Chauntae Davies.

5) Davies discussed the lurid behavior she witnessed on Epstein's jet when allegations
surfaced about him. She said at the time that she was not a victim but that she had
been tasked with ferrying young girls to Epstein's Caribbean island.

Lolita Express air hostess says she was raped by Jeffrey Epstein
Chauntae Davies spoke publicly for the first time about the rape allegations at the
hands of Jeffrey Epstein during a New York court hearing on Tuesday.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7400033/Lolita-Express-air-hostess-says-rape…

6) The distinction between victim and abuser becomes blurred as women like Davies
who were once raped by Epstein later worked for him.
7) This image of Ghislaine Maxwell and Bill Clinton was obtained by The Sun.

8) "The former US President is seen smiling on the steps of the plane – dubbed the
Lolita Express - next to Maxwell, in astonishing pictures exclusively obtained by The
Sun."

Clinton poses with Epstein's 'pimp' & sex slave on 'Lolita Express'
BILL Clinton poses side-by-side with suspected pimp Ghislaine Maxwell – as the
pair board pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s notorious private jet. The former US
President is seen smiling on the ste…
https://www.the-sun.com/news/us-news/224545/bill-clinton-jeffery-epsteins-ghislaine-m…

9) This image is from the same article.

"Bill Clinton was in relaxed mood on the humanitarian trip to Africa."

Clinton poses with Epstein's 'pimp' & sex slave on 'Lolita Express'
BILL Clinton poses side-by-side with suspected pimp Ghislaine Maxwell – as the
pair board pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s notorious private jet. The former US
President is seen smiling on the ste…
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/us-news/10698533/bill-clinton-poses-with-epsteins-pim…

11)

12) Five young women, including Chauntae Davies, sit on a balcony in the sunshine
with the idyllic backdrop of the Caribbean.
Davies said it was on the island of Little St. James where Epstein raped her.

Inside the monster's lair: Epstein pictured on his 'pedophile island'
The series of disturbing and never before seen pictures were provided by alleged
victim Chauntae Davies. They show a glimpse inside life on Little Saint James.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7724275/Inside-monsters-lair-Jeffrey-Epstein-…

13) In March of 2019, when Q began dropping Epstein related pics, an anon posted a
photo of Prince Andrew.
Q confirmed he was deeply connected.

14) I don't know the origin of this list of names, but I assume these individuals may
also be connected.

15) Rachel Chandler is pictured with Bill Clinton.

16) When Q began dropping Ray Chandler & Epstein photos in March of 2019, he
indicated that Chandler was the key to taking down Epstein's accomplices.
Just as Allison Mack's testimony exposed the NXIVM sex cult, Chandler's testimony
will expose crimes related to Epstein.

17) Anons dug through Ray Chandler's Instagram page and found some of the people
she is connected to.

18)

19)

20) Because they thought they were untouchable, they openly flaunted their evil.
It appears to be a bank of video monitors.

21) Q reposted this image last night.

22)
https://qntmpkts.keybase.pub/data/media/c1c5563527f5e86ee18b7aae126b2410949
a515b7f57bf8a3adb356bdb155b15.png

23) Paris Hilton and Ray Chandler.

24)

25) In March of 2019 Q posted a photo of Bill Clinton and friends and asked if the
rich and powerful would prevent the unsealing of court documents related to Jeffrey
Epstein.
Two anonymous parties requested the documents remain sealed.
Who is the attorney?
Who took the pic?

26) The men in the photo are Ricardo Cheaz, Bill Clinton, George Nader, José
Calzada, and Rolando Gonzalez Bunster.

BUSTED: Mueller's New Star Witness Against Trump Caught Partying …
The Clinton’s get busted again. It’s a never-ending saga that somehow always
seems to out do itself. Special counsel Robert Mueller is getting the cooperation of
a Lebanese-American businessman with …
https://truepundit.com/busted-muellers-new-star-witness-trump-caught-partying-exclusi…

27) George Nader was one of Robert Mueller's star witnesses.
He was sentenced to ten years in prison on child porn-related charges.

Mueller investigation witness George Nader sentenced to a decade in …
George Nader, a central witness in former special counsel Robert Mueller’s
investigation and a former informal foreign policy adviser to the White House, was
sentenced to 10 years in prison over his …
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/504833-mueller-investigation-witness-george-nade…

28) In March of 2019, two anonymous parties filed motions to keep embarrassing
Epstein-related documents sealed in a civil case brought by Virginia Guffrie.

Mystery parties seek secrecy in Jeffrey Epstein-related suit
The two said they could face embarrassment if the court makes public records from

the suit, which accused a longtime Epstein friend of engaging in sex trafficking.
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/20/jeffrey-epstein-related-lawsuit-1229908

29) An anon suspected the photographer to be one of the attorneys representing an
anonymous party.

30) The brief for one of the anonymous parties was filed by Nick Lewin.
https://static.politico.com/cc/9c/c411f2784711866b9be3d1977b2f/giuffrelewinamicu
s031919.pdf

31) Nick Lewin worked as Special Counsel for Robert Mueller and James Comey and
for the US Attorney's Office in the [[Southern District of New York.]]
https://web.archive.org/web/20190321011453/https://www.kklllp.com/professional
s/nicholas-j-lewin/

32) Was the photographer an attorney that once worked for SDNY?
SDNY has jurisdiction over the crimes committed by many powerful people.

33) From an anon

34) Q's response.

35)

36) Rachel Chandler [RC] may have committed unspeakable crimes, but Q implied
she is also the main witness against Epstein's accomplices.

37) Q posted a link to a tweet that was deleted a few minutes later.

38) Here's a screencap of the tweet.

39) The tweet contained this video.

0:00

40) FYI
TruthHammer
@TruthHammer888

When Q posted a tweet from .@Goodable, he said nothing
at all about their logo... but they deleted the tweet AND
CHANGED THEIR LOGO WITHIN A FEW MINUTES.
Now 100's of anons are digging like crazy to ﬁnd out why
Goodable had a p3do logo.
Goodable is like "Oh shit"
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